The need is great. The solutions are here.
The time is now to end viral hepatitis.
EndHep2030’s catalytic funding will be the spark
that sets this historic effort in motion.
A number of barriers keep countries from properly addressing
viral hepatitis. By funding highly effective activities to increase
awareness of the problem and speed (or catalyze) prevention,
diagnosis and treatment, EndHep2030 can help partners to
overcome those barriers.

Our Goals:
Increase Awareness
Most people, including many policy makers, don’t understand the
severity of this world-wide epidemic nor know that measures exist
now to prevent and treat hepatitis.
Raise and Disperse Catalytic Funding
Prioritize efforts and programs that will accelerate progress toward
the elimination of viral hepatitis as a public health threat:
Developing sustainable strategic plans at the national and subnational level to guide effective program implementation.
Optimizing human and financial resources within health
budgets so funds are effectively used.
Increasing availability of country-specific data that inform where
and how to intervene most efficiently and effectively.
Building health system capacity to deliver quality hepatitis
prevention and treatment services.

Bring an End to Hepatitis as a Global Health Threat by 2030
EndHep2030’s catalytic funding will be the impetus for this effort:
Preventing childhood hepatitis B infections by improving vaccine
delivery to newborns.
Preventing new infections by promoting safer injection practices
in healthcare settings and among people who inject drugs.
Increasing the number of people diagnosed and linked to
treatment through improved access to testing services.

Turning investment into impact.
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EndHep2030 develops
high impact signature
initiatives by convening
strategic partners, including
governments and key
implementers.
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$
EndHep2030 engages
prospective investors
regarding signature
initiative donation
opportunities.
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An investor joins a coalition
of like-minded contributing
donors to a signature
initiative.
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$

05
Every investment can
save lives and move the
global community closer to
eliminating viral hepatitis
by 2030.

The investment is
directed to signature
initiative planning and
implementation by national
governments, local experts,
and other partners.

